



















Nursery School Teachers' Impression of Preschoolers' Clumsiness:  
In Relation to M-ABC
SHIBUYA Ikuko
(Graduate School of Letters, Ritsumeikan University)
　Teachers at nursery schools sometimes describe the young children with some kind of issues as 
“children of concern”. The present study focuses on clumsiness among various aspects of “children 
of concern” and aims to investigate what types of motor skills are crucial in forming nursery school 
teachers' impression of preschooler's clumsiness. The participants were 75 5- and 6-year-old 
children. The teachers were asked to evaluate their clumsiness using the 5 point Linkert scale. 
Motor skills of the participants (N=51; aged 5-6 years) were assessed in 3 domains, using 
Movement Assessment Battery for Children (M-ABC): manual dexterity, ball skills, and static and 
dynamic balance. According to the results, the teachers' impression of clumsiness significantly 
correlated with the performance of manual dexterity and static and dynamic balance, but not with 
that of ball skills. Furthermore, multiple regression analyses were conducted, serving the 
impression of clumsiness as an objective variable and the performances of each domain as 
explanatory variables. It showed that only the standard regression coefficient of manual dexterity 
was significant. These results suggest that a fine motor skill is one of the important indicators in 
determining determine teachers’ impression of children's clumsiness.











































運動検査であるThe Test of Motor Impairment










































Movement Assessment Battery for Children
（Sugden & Wright, 1998）を用いた（以下この
検査をM-ABCと略する）。この検査キットは，
３領域について実技検査を行い，動作の不全を






































































































Ｎ 手先の器用さ ボールスキル 静的・動的バランス 総合得点
5歳 25 2.6 （3.0） 2.4 （1.9） 1.0 （2.9） 6.0 （6.1）
6歳 26 3.3 （2.6） 2.6 （2.2） 1.3 （1.6） 7.2 （4.6）
全体 51 2.9 （2.9） 2.5 （2.1） 1.2 （2.3） 6.6 （5.4）
表２　質問シートの結果
































































不器用さ 経験 動きの特徴 自信 集中力 見通し 動機付け
1．めったにない 0 0 0 1 8 7
2．それほどない 0 0 2 1 3 4
3．どちらともいえない 0 1 5 1 6 2
4．たびたびある 2 5 3 3 4 2
5．頻繁にある 3 4 2 0 1 3
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